Route guide from Westin Hotel to Keio University  KYOUSEI-KAN

(For June 3rd IIc Public Forum)

1) Walk from Westin Hotel to Ebisu Station (Tokyo Metro Subway)
2) Take the subway from Ebisu Station to Nakameguro Station.
   (The destination of subway is Nakameguro)
3) Change the train at Nakameguro Station from the subway to
   Tokyu Line (at the same platform of Nakameguro Station)
4) Take the Tokyu Line
   The destination of Tokyu line is “Motomachi-Chukagai“
   Can use the local stopping train or the Express.
   Don’t use the limited express
5) Take Tokyu Line from Nakameguro Station to Hiyoshi Station.
   The estimate time is about 15 minites
6) At Hiyoshi Station, go out the ticket gate, and find the crossing with
   Signal. And Go across.
7) After across, go to right way and find the KYOUSEI-KAN building
8) At KYOSEI-KAN building, you can find the guide poster
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